WSPT:
1. The test was made available to you in Blackboard 3 business days after you completed the Transfer Online Orientation and/or made your Preview reservation. The test is hosted in a Blackboard group that indicates Preview. If you changed your Preview plans, do not have access to the test despite completing the Transfer Online Orientation, or have experienced any technical problems, email wspt@odu.edu with your name, uin, and a summary of the problem. A staff member will respond to you as soon as possible.
2. If you scored a 1 or 0 on the test, you must retake it. To review your test and schedule to take it again, call 757-683-3699.

Selecting the correct test center:
Old Dominion University Norfolk, 23529: CODE STN14801A

Selecting the correct test names, codes, and passing scores:

PRAXIS CORE:
1. Praxis Core Academic Skills READING Test: CODE 5712, SCORE 156
2. Praxis Core Academic Skills WRITING Test: CODE 5722, SCORE 162
3. Praxis Core Academic Skills MATHEMATICS Test: CODE 5732, SCORE 150

VCLA:
The VCLA includes two subtests. You may take one or both subtests at a test administration:
• If you register for both subtests, you will be assigned to complete both subtests during one four-hour test session.
• If you register for only one subtest, you will have the full four-hour test session to complete the subtest.
If you wish to register for both subtests but you wish to take each subtest in a separate four-hour test session, you must submit a separate registration for each subtest.
   1. VCLA READING subtest: CODE 091, SCORE 235
   2. VCLA WRITING subtest: CODE 092, SCORE 235

Elementary Education Multiple Subjects (formerly Praxis II):

*EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2015
To pass the Elementary Education: Multiple Subjects test you must receive a passing score on each subtest. If you wish to take all four subtests (5002, 5003, 5004, & 5005) at the same time, select Elementary Education: Multiple Subjects (5001) when registering. If you wish to take or retake an individual subtest, choose the appropriate code below:
Elementary Education Multiple Subjects (all subtests): CODE 5001
   1. READING & LANGUAGE ARTS subtest: CODE 5002, SCORE 157
   2. MATHEMATICS subtest: CODE 5003, SCORE 157
   3. SOCIAL STUDIES subtest: CODE 5004, SCORE 155
   4. SCIENCE subtest: CODE 5005, SCORE 159

RVE:
Reading for Virginia Educators ELEMENTARY & SPECIAL EDUCATION: CODE 5306, SCORE 157